A JOURNEY INTO WINE.
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#WINEXPLORERS
At Terra Firma Winery we believe wine is a journey. We want the wines we produce to feel like a trip to different countries and
winegrowing regions, a discovery of unique winemaking methods and diverse vineyards. Blends and varietals alike, we aspire to
display the flavours, aromas and wine tradition of the lands we work.

wines from spain
vinos de españa
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Diverse and tasty wines
Spain is the third largest producer of wine in the
world. With an abundance of native grape varieties,
beautiful landscapes, and a winegrowing tradition
that goes back to 1000 B.C, this country is home to
more vines than any other country on Earth.
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about
d.o. yecla
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This Designation of Origin is located
in the town of Yecla, in southeastern
Spain. Yecla’s wines are represented
by the Monastrell, an indigenous
varietal that produces complex
wines
where
harmony,
good
fruit concentration and aromatic
intensity predominate. Yecla and its
countryside are also a great terroir
for organic farming; the wines we
produce in Yecla are certified free of
any chemical whatsoever.
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wines from
d.o. yecla
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andarin
Andarín means “walker” in Spanish. The label design is a
gentleman riding an old style Penny-farthing (high wheel
bike) who can “walk” quicker in this way. With this, we
would like to deliver the message of a classic wine from
the Old World. Meanwhile, the label is funny, simple and
attention-attractive instead of being obsolete.

teso
The owl is the symbol for Teso. According to the
Greek mythology, these animals represent magic
and wisdom. Their nocturnal character, represented
in the label’s black background, also symbolizes
mystery and magic. Similarly, this wine offers you a
magical and fascinating experience.

about
d.o. bierzo
The Bierzo is a fertile land, a trait
that allows our winemaking team to
work with multiple grape varieties.
The soil is made of a mixture of
minerals, slate and quartz, with
an altitude of 500 meters above
sea level. The texture of the soil is
silt loam, moderately acidic and
without carbonates, a typical trait of
humid climates.
The annual average insolation is
estimated between 2,100 and 2,200
hours of sunshine.
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wines from
d.o. bierzo
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rumbo a
ceylan
Ceylán or Ceylon is one of the many
names that Sri Lanka has had
throughout its history. The Island was
known too as Serendip by the Persians;
the word serendipity is derived from this
word. Serendipity means an unplanned,
fortunate discovery.
•
•
•

COLOUR: Light green-hued yellow.
NOSE: Lemon aromas complemented
by peach notes on the nose.
PALATE: It has citrus and fruit flavors
on the palate, with a long and
lingering finish.

Quinta Promesa means “Fifth Promise”
in Spanish. This wine is made from
Mencía grapes, a rare variety that can
only be found on the Iberian peninsula,
and it’s most common in Bierzo. The
result is a delightful wine with floral
and red fruit flavours.
•
•

•

COLOUR: Intense red colour and a
violet shaded rim.
NOSE: The bouquet has notes
of red berries, strawberries and
mature plums combined with
toffee and chocolate notes.
PALATE: Intense yet balanced with
firm tannins and a very long finish.

wines from
d.o. bierzo

quinta
promesa
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about
i.g.p. bajo
aragón
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Bajo Aragón (or Lower Aragon) is
located in the autonomous region
of Aragon in Spain, and it also is
the region’s largest winegrowing
area. For centuries, the pilgrims that
walked to the shrine of the Apostle
in Santiago de Compostela (Galicia)
passed through this region and
demanded Aragonese wines on
their journey.
Our vineyard covers an area of 70
hectares that extend over a plain at
a height of 550 meters above sea
level, characteristics that provide
the wines with their earthy character
- warm and persistent wines, fullbodied and with suggestive aromas.

,
BELSETAN
Belsetán is a dialect from Aragón, and it can be mainly found in the Bielsa
valley. Nowadays it has around 30 speakers left. This wine tries to capture
the unique and undiscovered character of its region.
With a fresh berrylike fruity beginning, it gives way to the hints of sweet
caramel and a light taste of the toasted oak. It’s a pleasant and balanced
journey from freshness to the silkiness of a light complexion wine that
makes it so enjoyable to drink and so interesting to discover.
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Bruno Marino is a family crafted sweet
vermouth with a recipe has been
passed down through generations. It’s
made with high quality fortified wine
and a secret mix of herbs.
This Artisan Spanish Vermouth is made
from our family recipe. Macerated 9
months with a secret mix of herbs.
Bruno Marino is the perfect ingredient
to use in cocktails and enjoy an evening
with friends. It’s the vermouth to use
for the Perfect Negroni.
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wines from portugal
vinhos de portugaL
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Redefining wines from the Old World
Portugal has gone through a wine revolution during
the last decades, but its winemaking history goes
back to the country starting to export its wines to
the Roman Empire. The wines grown here come
from different local grapes that develop distinctive
personalities.

about

Alentejano V.R.
The Vinho Regional designation Alentejano is
a geographical, historical and cultural region
of south central and southern Portugal. This is
one of the most respected wine regions in the
country, as it has been key to the renaissance of
Portugal’s wine scene. It’s best known for its red
wines.
Alentejano’s winemaking history goes back
to the Phoenicians and Romans, who were
already producing wine in the 7th century B.C.
The climate of the region is typically warm and
dry for a large part of the year, with summer
temperatures occasionally reaching up to 40°C,
while winters are relatively mild and wet. The
region’s soils are mainly granite and schist, with
a few pockets of clay and limestone.

wines from
alentejano V.R.
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bilontra
Bilontra is an old-fashioned word in
Portuguese, used to describe someone
with a charming and playful attitude.
Similarly, the rich fruit aromas of this
delicious wine will charm anyone who
tries it.
•
•
•

COLOUR: An intense ruby red
colour and a violet shaded rim at
first sight.
NOSE: Well ripened red fruit.
PALATE: Smooth and medium
bodied.

wines from FRance
vins de france
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Wine as a cultural aspect
Wine is an intrinsic part of French culture. This
country has many benefitial factors in its favour: the
wide range of climates and soil types, the variety of
styles available and a complex appellation system.
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i.g.p. gascogne
Our vineyard is located in the southwest of
France, more specifically, in the wine-growing
district of Côtes de Gascogne. Even though the
Atlantic Ocean is far away behind Les Landes,
it still manages to have influence in the land,
bringing wet springs and sunny weather during
the rest of the year. The alluvial soil in our
vineyard is filled with clay and sand.
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The terroir is well suited to viticulture as it stands
in a privileged position. With both the weather
and the soil working in its favor, the result is an
optimal environment for wine-making.

i.g.p. Pays D’Oc
The Pays D’Oc Region is one of the central pillars
of French wine production and exports. The
area has a Mediterranean climate with hot, dry
summers and mild winters, with most rainfall
compressed into spring and autumn, also it’s
subjected to the influences of the Atlantic
climate to the West and of the continent to the
East.

blue
billed
duck
Blue Billed Duck takes its name from
a beautiful duck with a blue bill, also
known as Ruddy duck. Native to North
America, these ducks can be found in
some European countries like France,
where we produce this wine.

IGP
PAYS
,
D OC

Domaine du coq translates to “Field of
the rooster” in French. The Gallic rooster
(le coq gaulois) is an unofficial symbol
of France as a nation, and nowadays it
is often used as a national mascot. Our
wine is made from Pinot Noir grapes, a
variety that originated in France.
•
•

•

COLOUR: Intense red colour with a
bright purple hue.
NOSE: Its bouquet opens with a
basket of red fruits like raspberry
and strawberry with notes of spices
and peppermint.
PALATE: Well structured, this wine
is balance and harmony.

wines from
I.G.P. PAYS D’OC

DOMAINE
DU COQ
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is a part of

www.gruposandalo.com

ADDRESS

Avenida de las Naciones, 37
Local 6
28320 Pinto, Madrid
+34 912 918 326

exportsales@dominiodepunctum.com
www.terrafirmawinery.com
facebook.com/terrafirmawinery
instagram.com/terrafirmawinery

